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Perceived Sensory Dimensions (PSDs) is a tool that defines eight different cultural ecosystem services. They correspond

to different human needs (rest, exercise, socialising, pleasure, or security) resulting in rehabilitation and health and well-

being promotion. An experiment was conducted to study the potential of PSDs to restore people who experienced

stressful accidents. One hundred and fifty-seven participants were recruited and asked first to watch a film clip of serious

accidents, then to look at the pictures, depicting one particular type of PSDs, while listening to its respective audio

recording. Their stress levels were measured before exposure to the stressor (baseline), after exposure to the stressor

(pre-test), and after exposure to a particular type of PSDs (post-test). The results show that all eight PSDs effectively

provide mental recovery, but there are statistical differences in their potentials. As such, it is proposed that the combined

potential of the PSDs is needed, and should be used to increase the capacity and supply of health-promoting urban green

areas
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1. Introduction

One problem with the focus on human preferences and needs for different qualities in natural environments and urban

green areas is that it risks being directed at only one part of the area about which researchers seek knowledge. However,

beginning in the mid-1980s, studies not based on any theoretical model, but completely bottom-up, began to consider how

people experience and value natural and green areas . Over the years, four comprehensive questionnaire studies have

been conducted, each directed to several thousand people . By means of several factor analyses, the number of

qualities has been defined as eight. These quantitative studies have been supplemented by a number of qualitative

studies and three full scale experimental case sites: Alnarp Rehabilitation Garden , Nacadia health garden , and

Octovia Park . In these parks and gardens, all PSDs have been used in the design, where some PSDs are more

prominent in the design of specific parts. The eight PSDs are intended to meet different therapeutic needs, leading to all

types of restorative experiences.

A number of translational studies have also been conducted , bringing research results from basic research and

experimental case sites to everyday practice, including at the Public Health Agency of Sweden  and the Stockholm

county council .

The eight qualities are experienced, situated, and embodied, and consist of visual, audial, and spatial qualities. They are,

therefore, termed Perceived Sensory Dimensions, or PSDs . They include qualities that are emphasised as

restorative according to the Stress Reduction Theory ; Attention Restoration Theory ; biodiversity theories (e.g., );

theories of social qualities (e.g., ); and naturalness (e.g., ). They, thus, cover a wide area.

Each of the PSDs is distinct, and can either occur alone in a green area or together with one or more other PSDs.

Combinations of different PSDs can look different . However, a comprehensive review of all PSD studies conducted

since the 1980s showed that PSDs usually behave in a particular way, especially if one takes into account their clearest

expressions. The names of the various PSDs in this article are from this extensive review : Natural (a wild and pristine

environment that does not seem to be created by humans, but on the contrary is perceived as spontaneously developed,

on its own terms, over an extended period of time); Diverse (a sense of complexity and species richness in the

environment, including spatial variations such as undulating ground, multilayer variation, and elements such as rocks and

water features); Cohesive (the sense of spatial unity having the potential to contain and surround the individual, to provide

an extended, cohesive space, possible to explore and wander around within, spacious); Open (a potentially mix-use open

area, with grass surfaces, scattered trees and vistas); Sheltered (a safe haven, a sanctuary, relatively enclosed space,

secluded, providing the ambience to relax or play); Social (presence of people, place for social activities including
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entertainment equipment and restaurants); Serene (a safe peaceful and calm place, with no disturbances like litter, graffiti

or noise; offering tranquil natural sounds); and Cultural (cultivated and man-made surroundings combined with cultural

elements such as fountains, flowers, and statues).

The study  was conducted as a comprehensive quantitative and qualitative review of research on PSDs since the

1980s. Several of the studies examined were performed using factor analysis. They showed that factors with high scores

for wilderness and naturalness had low scores for cultural artefacts such as sculptures or landscaped flowerbeds.

Similarly, there were factors with high scores for peace and quiet and clear negative scores for environments full of

people, with outdoor cafes and music. Several factor analyses had oblique rotation, which for example showed that

factors for naturalness correlated with factors for serenity. These quantitative studies are supported by qualitative studies

of PSDs. The research shows that the eight PSDs are associated with each other according to Figure 1, and can be

interpreted to represent different cultural ecosystem services. There are four axes of opposing qualities: (1) a Natural–

Cultural axis, (2) a Cohesive–Diverse axis, (3) a Sheltered–Open axis, and (4) a Serene–Social axis. The right-hand

PSDs in the figure are usually linked to the most urban parts, and can work well in small parks and green areas, while the

left-hand PSDs in the figure are more often linked to the larger parks and nature reserves. The PSDs on the left side are

also significantly more sensitive to various types of disturbances. Social refers to green areas that, for example, contain

cafés or other meeting points; Cultural is about cultural artefacts such as flowerbeds, fountains, sculptures, etc. These two

PSDs are often tied to the smallest areas, and the two qualities also support each other. On the opposite side is Natural,

which refers to natural, spontaneously grown vegetation, while Serene refers to silence and serenity. These qualities are

often associated with large areas, and the two PSDs also support each other. Cultural is close to Open, which refers to

open spaces, often urban lawns. This openness, and exposure, can also be experienced in natural areas such as

meadows or beaches. These open natural areas can be supported by, and correspond to Cohesive. This quality is about

perceptions of coherence and unity. On the opposite side is Shelter, referring to a safe place where you can be at peace,

undisturbed. This lack of exposure differs from its opposite, Open. Next to Shelter is Diverse, which refers to variety,

species richness, and hilly areas, preferably next to watercourses. Each PSD above is supported by the two closest

qualities. Social is supported, for example, by both cultural artefacts in Cultural, and by variety, species richness and

garden ponds in Diverse.

Figure 1. Perceived Sensory Dimensions (PSDs): eight complementary qualities in urban green areas in support of basic

human needs. These PSDs can be interpreted to represent cultural ecosystem services .

Approximately one hundred studies with PSDs have been conducted in different parts of the world since 2010: for

example, in China , Estonia , Canada , Denmark , Scandinavia , Iran , Malaysia , and Serbia .

These studies show that the PSDs are experienced similarly regardless of cultural context. The classification of the eight

PSDs has been confirmed through Multiple Group Method , and the potential for using the PSDs as guidelines for

designing health-promoting natural environments has been validated .
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2. The Supportive Environment Theory as a Framework for PSDs

There seems to be a fundamental need for green areas that convey an impression of safety and security, values linked to

Serene and Shelter. With regard to the other PSDs, as reported in the introduction, studies disagree regarding which

PSDs are most restorative. In general, regarding sufferers from long-term or severe stress, such as those with stress-

related mental illness, Natural, Shelter, Serene, and Cohesive appear to be restorative while Cultural, Open, and Social

are not regarded as restorative, and Social in some studies even is assumed to have a negative impact on stress 

. If, on the other hand, the studies are aimed at the general population or at young people, Social and Cultural are

proposed to be restorative, with some studies also highlighting these PSDs as the most restorative . This study

involved healthy young people acutely exposed to a stressful event, and many PSDs appear to have worked restoratively.

The Supportive Environment Theory (SET) states that specific qualities of green environments are supportive of

psychological restoration . These qualities correspond to different human needs for support, including the needs for

rest, exercise, socialising, or pleasure. SET explains the relationships among the individual’s mental strength, the need for

supportive environments, and the PSDs . This theoretical framework has been suggested as a cornerstone for the

evaluation and design of green areas .

The relationship between the need for support and mental strength is usually illustrated as a hierarchy of needs (see

Figure 2). The X-axis illustrates the need for support, while the Y-axis illustrates the person’s mental strength. The figure

also includes four levels, which reflect the needs for support the person experiences . This model has been tested and

developed in several studies, for example, at the Alnarp rehabilitation garden, in which participants were severely stressed

or ill .

Figure 2. The model of supportive environments (SET): It explains the relationships among the individual’s mental

Scheme . In this tool, the Y-axis, in addition to indicating the participants’ mental strength, also describes the degree of

challenges that participants can cope with or need. The Y-axis is then called the “Gradient of challenge”. The lowest level

of the hierarchy of needs, directed inwards involvement, was proposed to reflect the needs of Serene, Natural, and

Shelter. The next level, emotional participation, was proposed to reflect the needs of Cohesive and Diverse. The third level

was proposed to reflect the needs of Open and Cultural, while the top level, outgoing involvement, was proposed to reflect

the needs of Social. The more sensitive the user group, the greater the impact the environment has on its health and well-

being. Depending on the user group’s characteristics related to gender, age, disability, mood, interests, etc., different

PSDs along the challenge gradient will be most crucial.

After a review of studies with different types of users, Bengtsson  found that the need for green areas with Social,

Cultural, and Open could sometimes be great in nursing homes. This applied to users who may have a physical disability,

but remain mentally alert. They often felt isolated and desired social contact, attractive natural scenery, and cultural-

historical experiences. Ulrich  also describes the sensitivity, stress, and needs of long-term and short-term patients.

Ulrich claims that stress in short-term patients emanates from anxiety related to acute illness. They suffer from too much

social contact, are overstimulated, and need to feel seclusion as well as peace and quiet. This contrasts to the tedium and

lack of stimulation and social interaction that cause stress and depression in people with chronic illnesses who undergo

long-term hospital stays, e.g., in nursing homes . Bengtsson , therefore, suggested that the pyramid of needs in

such cases should be reversed. However, a study in the Alnarp rehabilitation garden, where participants suffered from

long-term stress-related illness, showed that some participants, even at the beginning of the rehabilitation, sometimes

looked for environments with the PSDs Social and Cultural. They sought out these social environments to de-stress

following difficult and stressful conversations with a psychotherapist .
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